
CHURCH INSURANCE FUND    

Monthly Premium, Due 09/05/21------- $ 537.92

Amount Received For Sept. ---------- $     0.00

AMOUNT STILL NEEDED FOR SEPT., 2021: -- $ 537.92

Thank You For Your Faithful Help With This Need!

AND THE PEOPLE GAVE...

- Week of August 29, 2021 -

Undesignated Tithes & Offerings ----------------------- $      841.37

  TOTAL RECEIVED FOR WEEK OF 08/29/21: $      841.37

- Week of August 22, 2021 -

Undesignated Tithes & Offerings ----------------------- $      613.46

  TOTAL RECEIVED FOR WEEK OF 08/22/21: $      613.46

- Week of August 15, 2021 -

Undesignated Tithes & Offerings ----------------------- $      877.09

  TOTAL RECEIVED FOR WEEK OF 08/15/21: $      877.09

- Week of August 8, 2021 -

Undesignated Tithes & Offerings ----------------------- $   1,082.38

  TOTAL RECEIVED FOR WEEK OF 08/08/21: $   1,082.38

- Week of August 1, 2021 -

Undesignated Tithes & Offerings -----------------------$     1,017.38

Love Offering, Dr. Phil Stringer ---------------------- $   1,137.18

  TOTAL RECEIVED FOR WEEK OF 08/01/21: $   2,154.56

- Week of July 25, 2021 -

Undesignated Tithes & Offerings ----------------------- $       634.06

  TOTAL RECEIVED FOR WEEK OF 07/25/21: $      634.06

Average amount of Undesignated Offerings needed to operate

the church EACH WEEK, as a minimum = $ 1,400.00

Church Directory
Todd W. White ------------------------------------------------------------------ Pastor

Lois Mae Floyd ---------------------------------------------------- Pianist/ Organist

Mickie Shatwell ----------------------------------------------------- Evening Pianist

Derek Quinnelly ---------------------------------------------------------------  Greeter

Larry Byars --------------------------------------------------------------- S.S. Teacher

Larry & Mary Byars, Susan Strain ---------------------------------------  Outreach

White Family  -------------------------------------------------------------- Custodians

Shirley & Brenda White -------------------------------------------------- Flowers

Seth White --------------------------------------------------------------- Sound/Video

AND THE PEOPLE CAME... 
- Week of August 29, 2021 -

Sunday Morning Service ------------------------------------- 15

Sunday Evening Service -------------------------------------- 18

Wed. Evening Service, 09/01/21 ---------------------------- 21

AND THE PEOPLE “TUNED IN”... 
- Week of August 29, 2021 -

- Number of people who connected with our services on Facebook -

Sunday Morning Service:
     57 Views        83 Engagements      63 People Reached

Sunday Evening Service:
     40 Views        36 Engagements      48 People Reached

Wednesday Evening Service:
     30 Views        36 Engagements      42 People Reached

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE SAVED
1. Admit that you are a sinner.

2. Admit that God says all sins must be

paid for.

3. Accept the fact that Christ took upon 

Himself the suffering necessary to pay for all your

sins.

4. You must change your mind about sin and sinning

(God calls this repentance).

5. By an act of your will, accept by faith

the Lord Jesus Christ, Who can save you from the

penalty of sin. Then, tell God about this in a simple

prayer. Believe that God keeps His promise to save

you, and thank Him for His salvation. 

THANK YOU For Your Continued

Faithfulness In Giving!

During the early part this pandemic, we were

unable to meet in the church-house. But - that did not

mean that the expenses of having a church-house

were suspended. We still had bills to pay - electricity, gas, water, trash

pickup, phone, internet, facility insurance, copier lease, office

supplies, etc., and, praise the Lord, His people kept praying, watching

online, & supporting their church with their giving.

Sadly, some people only give when they are in attendance

at church - sort of like paying for “services rendered” - but the truth is

that they are robbing THEMSELVES of God’s blessings when they

withhold their tithes and offerings and only give when they are here

(see Malachi 3:10).  Thankfully, most of our people have remained

faithful, in so may ways, during this crisis, including financially.  

WE HAVE 3 WAYS YOU CAN GIVE:   

1. By mail - 23 East Wells Blvd., Sapulpa, OK 74066

2. Drop it off - call the Church Office to arrange it. 224-1924

3. Online - Go to the link below and give electronically:   

https://tithe.ly/give?c=433047

WE ARE GLAD WE CAN NOW GATHER TOGETHER TO PRAISE GOD &

STUDY HIS WORD TOGETHER IN THE CHURCH-HOUSE! 

YOUR FAITHFUL AND GENEROUS GIFTS WILL HELP US KEEP UP WITH

THE BILLS AND CONTINUE OUR RENEWED OUTREACH EFFORTS!
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A Tale of Three Cities:

Where the Bible Versions Began 
by the late Dr. David F. Reagan, Pastor

Antioch Baptist Church, Knoxville, Tennessee

A
conflict rages in this age which has been called “the battle for the Bible.” This battle (more like a war) is being fought on

several levels. Some deny that the Bible is God’s Word at all. Others deny that the Bible completed God’s revealed Word.

While some scholars battle over original inspiration, and some argue over Greek texts, others are fighting the battle of English

translations.

Amid the confusion of theological word battles and personal vendettas, many are crying for answers. As we survey the battlefield,

several points must be made clear. The first point is that this battle is one battle. On every level, this battle is about whether or not

you and I have or can have the Word of God.

If the Bible only contains God’s Word, but no one knows which parts are His Word and which parts are not, what good is that?

And why argue over perfect inspiration, if God has not preserved His Word? And what about all those translations? The whole

problem comes down to this: Can you and I get a hold of God’s pure Word; and if we can, where?

Another point to be made is that this battle for the Bible is very important. Nothing is more important than whether or not we

can get God’s truth. If God’s Word is not our source of absolute truth, then what is? We are left holding an empty bag.

Yet those who claim allegiance to the Bible cannot seem to do enough to weaken its power. Scholars dilute the Bible text.

Publishers come out with new, better-than-ever bibles every few months. Preachers freely correct the words of the living God. And

young men herd off to seminaries (or rather cemeteries) to be taught the inadequacies of the Word of God.

No one claims to have a painting that contains the work of Rembrandt. They either have a painting by Rembrandt or they do not.

Even a careful imitation is worthless next to the real thing. Likewise, we either have God’s Word or we do not. Since God’s Word

by reason of God’s own character must be totally pure, then an impure word cannot be God’s Word. God’s Word is incorruptible

(I Pet. 1:23). That which is God’s Word is completely pure (Prov. 30:5). Other forms of printed matter (printed sermons, tracts,

corrupted “bibles,” etc.) may contain portions of God’s Word, but they cannot be said to be God’s Word.

Yes, this is all one battle. And this battle is important. But a third point needs to be made. This battle is not new. Ever since the

Garden of Eden, when Satan denied God’s Word and Eve changed it, Bible correcting has been one of man’s favorite hobbies.

Take, for instance, the text of the New Testament. Its alteration has not been solely the recent work of little men with thick glasses

hovering over ancient manuscripts. No, the greatest corruptions of the New Testament text occurred during the first two or three

centuries after it was written. By the end of this period, the vast majority of various readings had already been written and the

different Greek texts of today could have been composed. These centuries, during which the battle lines were drawn, set the time

frame for the Tale of Three Cities.

A Tale of Three Cities
A Tale of Three Cities is a tale of intrigue and deception - one which pits the forces of God and Satan into battle over the integrity

of the Bible. This war over the Word, which began in Eden’s beautiful Garden, and still rages today with ever-increasing fury. God’s

churches, God’s men, and God’s people cannot afford to remain neutral when the stakes are so high. Yet, many seem determined 

(continued inside)



to live their spiritual lives as deserters.

THE PRINCIPLE OF PRESERVATION

Before the unfolding of this story begins, two Biblical

principles must be understood. The first principle is that God has

promised, without exception, to preserve not only the Word

which He has given to man, but also the words. This promise is

confirmed every time God commands us to read, memorize,

meditate upon, learn, or obey the words which He has given us.

Nowhere in the Bible does God suggest the possibility of us not

having His words. The promise of preservation is stated as

follows in Psalm 12:6,7: “The words of the LORD are pure

words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.

Thou shalt keep them, O LORD, thou shalt preserve them from

this generation for ever.” This passage demands responsibility

from present- day Christians. According to God, His words are

preserved pure. If they are preserved, then we had better find

them and believe them without correcting them.

THE PRINCIPLE OF CORRUPTION

The second principle which must be understood is that many

will “corrupt the word of God” as stated by Paul in II

Corinthians 2:17. Paul also warned against “handling the word

of God deceitfully” (II Cor. 4:2). This evil practice of corruption

assures us of the fact that many corrupted copies of God’s Word

have been and will be made. The man who claims that all bibles

are the word of God either does not know the scriptural principle

of corruption or denies it. Corrupting the words of God is not an

exception or simply an accident; it is an industry.

The Uniqueness of God’s Word

These two principles taken together demonstrate another

important truth. Since God in His power is preserving the Word,

and since the devil and his forces are corrupting the Word, the

Bible cannot be approached as any other ancient book. Textual

criticism sufficient for Homer’s Iliad will not work for God’s

Word! And while mistakes in Homer do not really matter,

mistakes in God’s Word could send a generation of mankind to

hell. Unless God’s preserving power and Satan’s corrupting

influence are considered, manuscript evidence is no more honest

than last year’s politicians.

Modern bibles exist in a myriad of forms because intentional

changes were made in copies of God’s Word by those who

disbelieved its teaching. Of course, modern scholars claim that

none of the various readings in the multitude of versions affect

any major doctrine. This claim requires a low opinion of the

weight of scripture. Every change made in the pure Word affects

doctrine because “all scripture is profitable for doctrine” (II

Tim. 3:16). When any passage loses this profitability, then the

Word of God is no longer pure.

The Three Cities Introduced
With these principles stated and explained, the story can now

begin. A tale of three cities begins in the Roman Empire during

the time of Christ. The three cities (Rome, Alexandria, and

Antioch) were the three largest and most influential cities in the

Roman Empire. Yet, to the Christian, their influence concerning

Bible corruption and preservation is of much greater importance.

As capital of the Roman Empire and the empire’s largest city,

Rome ruled the ancient world. Rome emphasized form, legalism,

and tradition. Through tradition, Rome became the center of

Biblical addition. The Apocrypha is one example of how Rome

added to scripture. From Italy, Rome dominated the theology and

spiritual life of southern Europe and northern Africa.

Alexandria, Egypt, the second largest city, was the world

capital for science, education, and scholarship. Great minds

gravitated to Alexandria. This home town of Philo and Origen

dominated the theology of surrounding Egypt and Palestine. As

is the practice of modern scholarship, Alexandria subtracted from

the Word of God. The Alexandrian Text is still the basis of

modern Bible corruptions.

The third largest city of the empire was Antioch of Syria.

Located in the East, Antioch dominated the regions of Syria and

Asia minor, the lands of early apostolic work. Antioch was

known for her luxury and cosmopolitan flavor, but also for a

literal interpretation of scripture. Although belittled by the

scholarship of today, the Syrian Text was the underlying basis for

the King James Version of 1611.

These three cities were located in three important countries on

three different continents. They represented the three major races.

Why are they so important? How did these cities become so

influential in the historical transmission of the Biblical Text?

These questions and more are to be answered in the following

text. But never forget that God promised to preserve His Word.

Our greatest concern should never be to judge or criticize the

Word, but to find it, then read it, study it, memorize it, obey it,

teach it, preach it, and if necessary, die for it.

ALEXANDRIA

Located on the Mediterranean Sea in the country of Egypt on

the continent of Africa, Alexandria is still an active city today.

This great seaport is in the area known scripturally as the “land

of Ham” (Ps.105:23). Alexander the Great founded the city in

332 BC during his conquest of the world. It rapidly developed

into the greatest metropolis of the ancient world, reaching an

estimated population of one million by the first century BC At the

time of Christ, the city was superseded only by Rome.

Under the rule of the Egyptian Ptolemies, Alexandria became

the literary and scientific center of the world. Its university

molded much of the philosophical thought of the time. The

famous library of Alexandria contained half a million or more

books and rolls. Vigorously pursued were the studies of

mathematics, astronomy, poetry, and medicine. Alexandria was

a Greek city by founding and thought; but because of the city’s

open-mindedness, it became a city known for its cosmopolitan

collection of the religions and philosophies from the known

world. It was in this environment that the Jewish theologian Philo

first combined Judaism with Platonism to establish the allegorical

approach to the Old Testament.

School of Alexandria

In practice, Philo (b. 20 BC) was more of a Greek philosopher

than a Jewish theologian; hence his greatest influence was not in

the Jewish realm. He desired to use the Old Testament to support

his Greek philosophy. Therefore, he established a system of

allegorical interpretation (spiritualizing of scripture) in order to

make the scripture mean anything he desired. He taught that the

hidden, deeper meaning of a passage of scripture was far superior

to the plain, literal meaning. His allegorical interpretation became

a wealth of ideas for the Alexandrian school of Christian thought

of the second and third centuries.

This theological school was established in Alexandria in the

second century after Christ by a man named Pantaenus and was

continued by Clement of Alexandria. The School elevated Greek

philosophy and emphasized the allegorical interpretation of

scripture. The school became known for its scholarship and

philosophy and was later brought into great prominence by a man

named Origen (lived 185-254 AD).

Influence of Origen

In most church histories, Origen is praised as one of the

greatest Bible scholars of all time. In this book, Origen’s mental

genius and religious fervor are not questioned, only his

knowledge of Biblical truth and his spiritual relationship with

God. Origen possessed only one coat and no shoes, rarely ate

flesh, never drank wine, devoted much of the night to study and

prayer, and slept on the bare floor. The certainly demonstrates

religious fervor and devotion. On the other hand, because of his

doctrine, Origen is certainly unworthy of his reputation as a great

Bible scholar. He taught that the Father is the originating cause

of the Son, and that the Holy Spirit was subordinate to and

created by the Son. He believed in the necessity of baptism for

the remission of sins and approved of the baptism of little

children. He taught that even the damned and devils would be

brought into voluntary subjection to Christ after they were

sufficiently punished. Origen developed a formal method of

interpreting the New Testament scriptures by applying Philo’s

allegorical interpretation. In this way, he was able to support all

of the above doctrines and more.

Theologians and scholars who reject Origen’s method of

allegorical interpretation and doctrinal conclusions often claim

that his abiding merit lies in his work in textual criticism. He is

famous for his labors to produce a correct text of the Greek Bible.

Is it possible, however, that Origen’s false doctrines affected his

Biblical criticism? Two examples should suffice:

While editing the New Testament text, Origen removed the

word carpenter from Mark 6:3 because he did not think it should

be there. He also removed the command, “Thou shalt love thy

neighbor as thyself,” from the passage of Matthew 19:16-22

because he could not logically explain its presence and said it

therefore must have been added. How many times Origen applied

this method of Bible correction? - only God Himself knows.

The Greek text which was being formed at Alexandria during

the time of Origen came to be known as the Alexandrian Text.

This text is represented mainly by two Greek manuscripts: the

Sinaiticus (found by Tischendorf in 1844 in a Greek Orthodox

monastery at the base of Mt. Sinai) and the Vaticanus

(discovered in the Vatican library in 1481). These manuscripts are

the basis for the majority of the subtractions made in the English

bibles since 1611. Because Origen supported the readings which

make up the Alexandrian text, scholars look to him as one of the

most important witnesses to the corrupted text which is used for

modern translations of the Bible. After Origen’s death,

Alexandria continued to have great influence on the text of the

New Testament. Even today, the Alexandrian Text is accepted by

the majority of scholars as that which is closest to the originals.

Alexandria in Scripture.

Alexandria is very rarely mentioned in the Bible, but these

references tell the Bible student much about the direction the city

would take. Its commerce and shipping trade are evident in the

fact that the ships which took Paul from Caesarea to Rome for

trial were ships of Alexandria (Acts 27:6; 28:11). Alexandria’s

opposition to true doctrine is demonstrated by the Alexandrian

Jews which were found in the temple disputing with Stephen

(Acts 6:9). But the most revealing passage about Alexandria is

found in Acts 18:24 where, “a certain Jew named Apollos, born

at Alexandria, an eloquent man, and mighty in the scriptures,

came to Ephesus.” Here was a man who was eloquent in speech

and very knowledgeable in the scriptures, but who knew, “only

the baptism of John” (v.25). For this reason, Aquilla and Priscilla,

converts of the apostle Paul, “took him unto then, and expounded

unto him the way of God more perfectly” (v.26). The high degree

of training and superior knowledge of Apollos confirms the

emphasis on scholarship in his home town. However, his gaps in

Biblical knowledge and errors in Biblical doctrine also point to

the characteristic problems of Alexandria. These problems were

to continue in Alexandria through the early church history period.

The old copies of manuscripts of the New Testament which were

influenced by the Alexandrian scholars are characterized by their

omitting of important doctrinal phrases and verses. These

omissions are not mistakes - scholarship always subtracts from

the Word of God.

For an example of their subtractions, let us examine the

passage of Mark 16:9-20. This passage is missing in both the

Sinaitic and the Vatican manuscripts. Therefore, in most recent

versions, it is either omitted, or marginal notes question its place

in the divine text. However, these verses are found in all of the

Greek manuscripts except the two noted above and in all the

Latin manuscripts but one. The Sinaitic and Vatican manuscripts

were written between 325-350 AD, but - approximately 150 years

before Mark 16:9-20 was deleted by these manuscripts, the



passage was quoted as scripture by several writers: Justin Martyr

(c. 150), Tatian (c. 175), Iraneaus (c. 180) and Hippolytus

(c.200). Thus the evidence of the majority of witnesses and the

evidence of greatest antiquity both overwhelmingly support the

passage. Why then do the scholars still prefer to omit the verses?

Evidently because they still desire to follow Alexandrian

scholarship.

Conclusion

Alexandria became the world center of education and

scholarship. Here, both Judaism and Christianity tried to merge

their thought with Grecian Platonism. Soon, human wisdom took

place over the words of the Bible, and scholars leaned upon

allegorical interpretations to derive from the Bible what they

already accepted as truth. However, this was not enough. The

science of textual criticism had to be developed to remove from

the scriptures phrases which were offensive to their own doctrine.

Hence, Alexandria became the place known for her subtraction

from the Word of God.
- continued next week

NEWS OF INTEREST TO CHRISTIANS

‘ MUSLIMS BURN PASTOR TO DEATH IN

UGANDA - The following is excerpted from “Islamic Extremists

Burn Pastor,” Morning Star News, July 6, 2021: 

“Islamic extremists in eastern Uganda set a pastor’s home on 

fire on Wednesday (June 30), burning him to death, sources said.

Pastor Isima Kimbugwe’s body was burned beyond recognition

after the assailants set his home on fire in Buseta village, Kibuku

District at about 10:30 p.m., local Christians said. 

... Leaving Islam to become a Christian in 2017, Pastor 

Kimbugwe had fled the village after Muslims upset with him

leading five Muslims to faith in Christ threatened to kill him, the

sources said. He worked for a Christian organization in Kampala

until the Covid-19 pandemic resulted in a loss of donor support

that caused it to shut down, leading him to his return to his home

village. ‘Immediately after arriving at his house, Muslims sent a

young boy aged 14 who was a student at an Islamic school at

Kibuku,’ said a source who requested anonymity. ‘He greeted the

pastor in the Islamic way, Asalamu Asalamu alaikumu [I greet

you, in Arabic]. The pastor refused to answer but instead replied

that Jesus loves you. The boy spat saliva on the ground and

uttered the Islamic [jihadist] slogan, Allahu Akbar [Allah is

Greater] and ran away.’ 

... His brother said, ‘By 10:30 we saw flames of fire and smoke

from his house. Arriving at the scene, the house was completely

burnt up, and nearby was a small steel jerrycan, a cap and

Koranic notes. The notes read, Your enmity to Islam is what you

have ripe, an idiom meaning he had provided a valid reason for

them setting him and his house on fire according to Islam.’”

‘ DR. BEN CARSON WARNS ABOUT VACCINE

MANDATES - Dr. Ben Carson is a retired neurosurgeon and

former U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. The

following is excepted from “Vaccine Mandates Shape Terrible

Future,” Newsmax, Aug. 23, 2021: 

“‘The really important thing here is for us to recognize that this

is America that we’re living in,’ Carson told Monday’s ‘Eric

Bolling: The Balance.’ ‘This is a place where people came so that

they could be free. And the whole concept of mandates, no matter

how wonderful you think they are, are opening the door to

something that could be pretty terrible in the future.’ Carson

shared his concern that politicians could impose ‘some types of

penalties’ on Americans for having unorthodox views, and that

is something ‘we have to think about.’ As far as vaccines, Carson

believes ‘they’re very good.’ Vaccination mandates, however, are

not, he said. And if activists try to steer people ‘in one direction

or another by parceling out certain types of information, it makes

them even more suspicious,’ Carson said. The retired

neurosurgeon concluded that ‘the damage that we do with

mandates that are unnecessary is tremendous.’”

‘ CHINA HAS BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF VIDEO 

GAMES THAN A LOT OF CHRISTIAN PARENTS - China is

a totalitarian state and an avowed enemy of God, but the

Communists seem to have better understanding of the danger of

video games than a lot of Christian parents. The following is

excerpted from “China limiting kids’ online gaming,” The

Washington Times, Aug. 30, 2021: 

“China is banning children from playing online games Monday

through Thursday and will allow them to play only 3 hours each

week over concerns about addiction, according to China’s

National Press and Publication Administration. The new

restrictions on children’s video game playing will take effect

Wednesday and will force companies to limit children’s access to

an hour each day on Friday, Saturday, Sunday and certain

holidays. The companies will be required to implement a

real-name-based registration system that links an account to an

individual user that China‘s regulators will be able to check. The

notice from China’s National Press and Publication

Administration on Monday said the ‘problem of excessive use or

even addiction to online games by minors’ has become

prominent, according to an English-language translation made by

Apple.”

‘ SBTS PROFESSOR SAYS WE NEED TO “DETHRONE” 

THE WHITE SUPREMACY OF NOT REQUIRING BLACK

AUTHORS IN CHRISTIAN SPACES - Jarvis Williams, a

professor at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, is one of the

foremost proponents of anti-white Critical Race Theory and

intersectionality in the Southern Baptist Convention. 

Williams, the author of Removing the Stain of Racism from

the SBC, teaches that white supremacy is ingrained and inherent

in every facet of our society and the only way to remove it is to

perpetually participate in acts of penance by tearing down

perceived racial hierarchies.

Williams - who once argued that it was “unloving” to correct

Black people’s false beliefs when they’re hurting - is now arguing

that Christian schools, seminaries, and churches are racist because

they don’t platform more Black authors and theologians.

“White supremacy is an ideological construct that believes that

whiteness is superior to nonwhiteness,” Williams states. “So then

how this shows up in part, is it shows up in curriculum. Right.

I’m a seminary Professor and theological education. You’re

hard-pressed to find many evangelical institutions that have a

regular requirement of Black and Brown”

“And often what happens is whiteness becomes the standard

by which all good theology is judged,” he continued. “You

understand what I’m saying? So that if it’s right, theology is

written by a white scholar who is contextualizing that theology

for white audiences. And so one of the things we see is here this

very, very carefully. There’s racism by intent, and there’s racism

by consequence.”

“The solution is, fundamentally, yes, the gospel, the cross, the

resurrection, right? … the blood of Jesus” Williams then

contended. But he continued, adding to the Gospel, “but also

dethroning white supremacy in all of the forms in which it shows

up in Christian spaces, folks, because when Jesus died to disarm

those principalities and powers, one of those principalities and

powers, I would argue, is white supremacy and all that it

entails.”

Essentially, Williams is arguing that the Gospel requires us to

“dethrone” “white supremacy” by requiring more Black and

Brown authors and theologians in a Christian seminary context.

Hymn Stories: Abide With Me
Abide with Me” is one of the best-loved English hymns of the

past 150 years. We see this both in its enduring usage in churches

today and in its ongoing appearances in modern culture (for

example, in the opening ceremony of the 2012 Summer

Olympics). What about the hymn has made it so well loved?

The words, of course, have a lot to do with it. Each verse ends

in the plea “abide with me,” making the hymn a sustained call for

God’s personal presence in every stage and condition of life. The

hymn resonates deeply with the hearts of those who feel their

need of God. 

The music has also given the hymn strong appeal. It has been

sung to several different tunes over the years, with the most

popular being “Eventide” by William Henry Monk, a particularly

stirring melody. 

One other aspect of the hymn which may also contribute to its

significance is the story of its author and the context in which he

wrote it. The author of the hymn, Henry Francis Lyte, was an

Anglican priest and vicar of All Saints Church in Brixham,

England. He was also a published poet and accomplished

hymnwriter who also penned “Jesus, I My Cross Have Taken”

and “Praise, My Soul, the King of Heaven.”. For most of his life

Lyte suffered from poor health, and he would regularly travel

abroad for relief, as was the tradition in that day. Nevertheless, he

developed tuberculosis and, at the age of 54, came near to the end

of his life. His daughter, Anna Maria Maxwell Hogg, recounts the

story of how “Abide with Me” came out of that context.

The summer was passing away, and the month of September

(that month in which he was once more to quit his native land)

arrived, and each day seemed to have a special value as being one

day nearer his departure. His family were surprised and almost

alarmed at his announcing his intention of preaching once more

to his people. His weakness and the possible danger attending the

effort, were urged to prevent it, but in vain. “It was better”, as he

used to say often playfully, when in comparative health, “to wear

out than to rust out”. He felt that he should be enabled to fulfil his

wish, and feared not for the result. His expectation was well

founded. He did preach, and amid the breathless attention of his

hearers. 

In the evening of the same day he placed in the hands of a near

and dear relative the little hymn, “Abide with Me”, with an air of

his own composing, adapted to the words (A Dictionary of

Hymnology, Vol. 1). Just weeks later, while on holiday in Nice,

France, Henry Lyte went to be with Jesus. It was November 20th,

1847.

Not many hymns have dramatic stories behind them. This one

is not all that dramatic; but knowing that it was written by a man

who was very near death at a relatively young age helps us feel

its weight and sobriety all the more.

Abide with me; fast falls the eventide;

The darkness deepens; Lord with me abide.

When other helpers fail and comforts flee,

Help of the helpless, O abide with me.

Swift to its close ebbs out life’s little day;

Earth’s joys grow dim; its glories pass away;

Change and decay in all around I see;

O Thou who changest not, abide with me.

Come not in terrors, as the King of kings,

But kind and good, with healing in Thy wings,

Tears for all woes, a heart for every plea—

 Come, Friend of sinners, and thus bide with me.

I need Thy presence every passing hour.

What but Thy grace can foil the tempter’s power?

Who, like Thyself, my guide and stay can be?

Through cloud and sunshine, Lord, abide with me.

I fear no foe, with Thee at hand to bless;

Ills have no weight, and tears no bitterness.

Where is death’s sting? Where, grave, thy victory?

I triumph still, if Thou abide with me.

Hold Thou Thy cross before my closing eyes;

Shine through the gloom and point me to the skies.

Heaven’s morning breaks, and earth’s vain shadows flee;

In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me.
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